
CHANGING FACES MAKEUP AFTERCARE CONTRACT  

Eyebrows 

Brows will appear too dark until the peeling stage, do not be concerned. Brows will begin to peel in a 
few days. This is normal. BLOT the brows every 15-20 minutes util bed to absorb fluids and minimize 
scabbing. Keep the brow area dry for 48 hrs. DAY 3 you can plash them and gently blot dry. (NO 
rubbing). DAYS 1-3 apply gel provided AM & PM (use the size of a pea) for both brows. DAY 4 until 
completely peeled use a pinhead amount of Aquaphor provided in your kit. 

 

DO NOT PICK OR SCRUB 

ALWAYS WASH HANDS BEFORE APPLYING AQUAPHOR 

 
Eyeliner 

Expect the eyes to be puffy 1-3 days. DO NOT use mascara for 7 days. Use provided eye pads for 
several hours (DO NOT press them on). Apply a pinhead of Aquaphor at bedtime DAY 1 and DAY 2. 
You can rinse with cool water DAY 2 and gently blot dry. NO rubbing. 

Lips 

Expect the color to be very bright and reddish. Color will look significantly brighter and darker until 
they peel about DAY 3-5. Lips must remain dry for 48hrs with absolutely nothing on them. Be careful 
of eating, drinking, and brushing your teeth. The color will disappear and reappear several times over 
the next 3 weeks. BLOT LIPS EVERY 15 MINUTES DAY ONE. 

NO EYE OR FACE CREAMS NEAR TREATED AREA 

NO PEROXIDE, NEOSPORIN OR BACETRACIN 

NO SCRUBBING OR PICKING 

NO TANNING OR SUN EXPOSURE 

NO SUANAS, STEAM ROOMS, HOT TUBS, HOT BATHS OR HOT SHOWERS FOR 7 DAYS 

NO TWEEZING, WAXING OR COLOR DYES 

NO LATTISSE OR LASH/BROW GROWTH SERUMS 

NO FACE SLEEPING (sleep lightly elevated day one on your BACK) 

NO OCEAN OR POOL WATER 

NO EXERCISE, YOGA, WALKING, PILATIS OR SWEATING 

 

***FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS WILL RESULT IN COLOR LOSS & FEES*** 
 

561-601-5106 or RhondaVacanti@yahoo.com 
 

 


